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FOREWORD
I am privileged to once again introduce a new body of work produced by a group of innovative artists selected for this year’s
City of Los Angeles (COLA) Individual Artist Fellowships.
A critical role of the Department of Cultural Affairs (DCA) is to nurture and support the creative process, at all levels, citywide.
The COLA awards both acknowledge and highlight the contributions of some of our city’s finest individual artists. These
midcareer visual and performing artists, designers, media makers, and writers—already recognized by their peers as leading
practitioners—represent an important slice of L.A.’s cultural zeitgeist. The Department of Cultural Affairs is thrilled to premiere,
document, and describe their latest works for the public.
The COLA Individual Artist Fellowship Program is a result of a department-wide collaboration between our Grants
Administration Division; our Marketing, Development, Design, and Digital Research Division; and our Community Arts Division.
I applaud the leadership each staff member brings to the initiative to ensure that careful attention to every aspect is in place at
each stage of this process to present the excellent work of this year’s fellows.
Through competitive initiatives such as the COLA Individual Artist Fellowship Program, DCA will continue to honor such
inspiring professionals. Their sensitive approach and response to the social and political issues and diverse cultural traditions
reflected in our city, and those of the nation at large, will help us expand our cultural consciousness.
We are fortunate to work with a community of artists whose energy and talent make this collaboration a continuing success.
Please also join me in extending our deep appreciation to Mayor Eric Garcetti, the Los Angeles City Council, and the Cultural
Affairs Commission for their unwavering commitment to the arts and artists in our city.
Danielle Brazell
General Manager
Department of Cultural Affairs
City of Los Angeles
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INTRODUCTION
Surprise! The Unfamiliar Is a Healthy Attraction
This past year opened a new era in acknowledging the power of art. Medical doctors in England and elsewhere started to
prescribe trips to museums, ceramics classes, and dance training as therapy and treatment. Likewise apps such as Moodrise
began offering digital sequences of images, audio, and video clips to uplift users from a self-diagnosed downcast mood to a more
positive one.
People have traditionally used music to establish or sustain a mental flow. Now appreciation is equally high for using our eyes or
hands for visual encounters. Our interfaces with fantastically designed objects and dazzling immersive experiences uniquely
trigger other aspects of mindfulness, such as perception, wonder, and physical awareness. Contemporary studies in cognitive
science verify that image-objects and artistic performances help to establish or sustain the three mental qualities listed above,
which collectively amount to reflective capability. So when you want to enjoy the healthy benefits of mental flow and reflective
capability, you should seek some literature, music, theater, or visual arts to enhance self-awareness.
The book you are holding is public medicine. The career accomplishments and creations of the 2018 –19 City of Los Angeles
(COLA) Master Artist Fellows discussed and illustrated in this catalog offer a spectrum of artistic production that is worthy of
personal contemplation and collective admiration. Like all forms of art, the enterprises of these fourteen accomplished artists
compel us to feel different types of power activation. Each of the portfolios in the following pages beckons us to translate
aesthetic messages from something indescribable to something invaluable.
These fellows represent great examples of the many reasons why hundreds of thousands of Angelenos coordinate with friends
and families to visit museums, galleries, concert halls, and poetry readings. Each year the Department of Cultural Affairs asks a
different set of eight or more experts from L.A.’s broad class of curators, museum educators, and art writers to select a group
of established artists—based on their individuality, fortitude, quality, and relevance—from hundreds of proposals by
commensurately talented applicants.
Please enjoy the brilliance and layered complexity of the 2018–19 fellows. And if you should need a boost of inspiration to dig
deeper, I can offer one more fact: the power activation we receive from art is 60 percent stronger when we are educated in
how to compose and create our own art! So if you are not a DIY maker, you might consider adding a practice to your life.
Alternatively, you might seek a historical perspective about art through dialogue with or a lecture by one of L.A.’s expert class of
art academics and arts management professionals. I would likewise invite you to eavesdrop on conversations between art
teachers and their students. Art students readily understand how reactions, biases, and context often color someone’s
perceptions of an artwork. Similarly, viewing art with a child (or like a child) can help unwrap fresh interpretations.Young minds
more easily reconcile the “situation of uncertainty” proposed by many kinds of surprising image-ideas.
I believe it will be a beautiful day when we can wear a headset that allows us to measure our capabilities before and after
viewing an art presentation. I wonder how my reflective capability, acceptance of ambiguity, and awareness of personal biases
would change after viewing an exhibition by the master artists in this catalog? I look forward to being able to quantify my ability
to shift more scientifically—not because I believe that art should be exact medicine but because how one practices looking at art
is very likely to be an opportunity to exercise the same skills required to embrace the character of a stranger, the goals of a
coworker, or the emotionality of greater life changes.
Thank you for finding time to practice and appreciate creative expression. Healthy minds are needed to build creative
communities.
Joe Smoke
Grants Administration Division Director
Department of Cultural Affairs
City of Los Angeles
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ARTISTS

JUAN CAPISTRÁN

ENRIQUE CASTREJON
KIM FISHER
KATIE GRINNAN
SABRINA GSCHWANDTNER
ALICE KÖNITZ
OLGA KOUMOUNDOUROS
SUZANNE LUMMIS
ALEIDA RODRÍGUEZ
SANDY RODRIGUEZ
STEPHANIE TAYLOR
DWIGHT TRIBLE
PETER WU
JENNY YURSHANSKY

JUAN CAPISTRÁN
Born 1976, Guadalajara, Mexico
Lives and works in Los Angeles

Education
MFA, University of California, Irvine, 2002
BFA, Otis College of Art and Design, 1999

Selected Exhibitions
2018
An American City: Eleven Cultural Exercises, FRONT International: Cleveland Triennial for Contemporary Art (group)
2017
There Is No Other World: There Is Only a Better Way to Live, Galeria Curro, Zapopan, Mexico (solo)
2016
This text is the beginning of a plan: See you soon!, Mandujano/Cell, Inglewood, CA (solo)
2015
Dogs of the World Unite! (. . . the only place to spit) or Why Must I Feel Like This?, Baik Art, Los Angeles (solo)
2014
Made in L.A. 2014, Hammer Museum, Los Angeles (group)

Selected Bibliography
Campbell, Andy. “Juan Capistrán: Visiting Artist’s Double Exhibition Digs Deep into Cultural Identity,” Austin Chronicle, February 14, 2014.
Chang, Jeff. Who We Be: The Colorization of America. New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2014.
Gonzalez, Emily. “Juan Capistrán.” In Made in L.A. 2014, by Connie Butler and Michael Ned Holte, 44–49. Los Angeles: Hammer Museum;
Munich: DelMonico/Prestel, 2014.
Herren, Michael. “The Artist Provocateur: Juan Capistrán,” in “The Hammer Debuts Made in L.A.” Los Angeles Confidential, Summer 2014,
https://la-confidential-magazine.com/the-hammer-museum-debuts-made-in-la-biennial#Juan%20Capistrán.
Salseda, Rose G. “The New Wave of Identity Politics: Juan Capistrán’s White Minority.” American Art 28, no. 1 (Spring 2014): 24–31.
Artist’s Website
www.softestbulletevershot.com
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JUAN CAPISTRÁN
Juan Capistrán was raised in South Los Angeles, a neighborhood of liquor stores and laundromats where racial injustice
and gang rivalries set limits on daily life. Had it not been for the influence of his sister Sylvia, who introduced him to the
world of art, and his father, a builder who taught him the maker’s craft, he too may have been drawn to violence.

His family moved from Guadalajara to Venice, California, in 1978, when Capistrán was two, and had settled on NinetyEighth Street by 1980, just as the crack epidemic hit. America was dying from within, and Los Angeles—a city riddled with
graffiti, dark money, and corridors of political corruption from downtown to San Pedro—was going septic, unraveling into
countless self-annihilating alcove communities. Day after day, under a thick blanket of smog, helicopters swarmed like
dragonflies over L.A.’s racially divided neighborhoods, while the pelota Tarasca players at Toluca Yard fell prey to Meta
Housing Corporation, and US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), rather than police, began to monitor
immigrants in MacArthur Park.

The city’s history of tribal boundaries and instability haunted Capistrán’s youth, from the Chinese massacre of 1871 on
the Calle de los Negros to the Zoot Suit Riots, the Battle of Chavez Ravine, the Watts Rebellion, and the 1992 uprisings
that flared up on the corner of Florence and Normandie as outrage over racial discrimination turned to violence. The
region’s early inhabitants, the Tongva, with numerous villages throughout the Los Angeles basin, had survived for millennia,
spiritually in tune with the cosmic order and content to receive what was offered by the land. But colonized L.A. proved
to be a murderous frontier settlement of users and takers. Unprepared, the Tongva could no longer protect their territories
from the brutalizing pressures of European invasion, disease, and forced Christianity. Free-floating Tongva anxieties were
passed on to future Angelenos, while district bureaucrats made certain that big money got what it wanted—eviction
notices for residents.

Modeled after Manifest Destiny, the nineteenth-century doctrine stating that US settlers were “chosen” to expand across
North America to establish a gridded landscape (without regard for indigenous people, who were deemed subhuman
and unworthy of the white man’s democracy), eminent domain likewise gave government the right to expropriate property
for public use. In the wild, wild West, neighborhoods that were considered to be poor financial risks were cordoned off,
relocated, or simply dissolved.

In Los Angeles in 1962, before the antifascist Black Panther Party for Self-Defense established its chapter there, the
American Muslim minister and human rights activist Malcolm X asked, “Who taught you to hate the texture of your hair?
Who taught you to hate the color of your skin?” His questions persist within Capistrán’s complex set of interrelated texts
that test racial and economic codes through ideas of resistance. With an eye on humanity’s ever-evolving transnational
networks, the artist, as a witness to American cultural and economic injustice, weighs the division bristling beneath L.A.’s
sites and social values.
— John Souza

Study for Psychogeography of Rage (sending up searchlights in
the form of flames) Alley, 2019; light-jet print, 20 x 30 inches

Opposite: ...they wont say: the times were dark, rather: why were their poets silent?, 2018; vinyl text
Above: Hands up...(Eudaemonia), 2015; nine photographs (light-jet prints), 20 x 25 inches each
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Opposite: Humanity wont be happy until the last capitalist is hung with the
guts of the last bureaucrat, 2017; blood, sweat, and tears on canvas

Above: We will ask nothing. We will demand nothing. We will take, occupy,
2017; blood, sweat, tears

Right: Nevermind (Nomos), 2015; aluminum, wood, cement, plastic
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ENRIQUE CASTREJON
Born 1972, Taxco, Guerrero, Mexico
Lives and works in Los Angeles

Education
MFA, studio art, California Institute of the Arts, Valencia, 2006
BFA, studio art, Art Center College of Design, Pasadena, CA, 2003
BA, Chicano/a studies, California State University, Northridge, 1998

Selected Exhibitions
2018
Construyendo puentes / Building Bridges: Arte chicano / mexicano de L.A. a CDMX, Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil, Mexico City (group)
2017
Before the 45th: Action/Reaction in Chicano and Latino Art, Mexican Institute, Washington, DC (group)
2016
Cock, Paper, Scissors, Plummer Park, West Hollywood, CA, and Leslie-Lohman Museum of Gay and Lesbian Art, New York,
organized by ONE Archives, USC Libraries (group)
2015
Paperworks, Craft and Folk Art Museum, Los Angeles (group)
2013
Question in the Line, Collaborative Gallery, Long Beach, CA, organized by the Arts Council for Long Beach and the Museum of
Latin American Art (group)
2011
Chicano Art Talk, one-night exhibition, Crawford Family Forum, KPCC radio, Pasadena, CA, part of Pacific Standard Time: Art in L.A.
1945–1980 (group)
2007
Draw a Line and Follow It, Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions (group)
Selected Bibliography
Fox, Howard. Paperworks. Los Angeles: Craft and Folk Art Museum, 2015.
Frantz, David Evans, Lucas Hilderbrand, and Kayleigh Perkov. Cock, Paper, Scissors. Los Angeles: ONE Archives, USC Libraries with the
Leslie-Lohman Museum of Gay and Lesbian Art, 2016.
Museo Carrillo Gill. Construyendo puentes / Building Bridges: Arte chicano/mexicano de L.A. a CDMX. Mexico City: Secretaría de Cultura,
Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes, 2018.
Newhouse, Kristina. “Artist Project: Linear Dissection Series.” X-TRA Contemporary Art Quarterly 11 (Winter 2008): 55–59.
Slavick, Susanne. “Silent Screens and New Eyes: The Landscape of War.” In Formations of Identity: Society, Politics, and Landscape, ed. Floyd
Martin and Eileen Yanoviak, 119–58. Newcastle upon Tyne, UK: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2016.

Artist’s Website
www.enriquecastrejon.com
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ENRIQUE CASTREJON: AESTHETIC CHAOS / CONCEALED DATA
Working in his home studio and using a wide variety of media, Enrique Castrejon dissects contemporary sociopolitical
realities to synthesize their most essential elements, which serve to challenge the politicized beauty standards imposed
on gay men. Castrejon’s multidisciplinary artworks combine editorial content, sound bites, and an assortment of media to
deconstruct pop culture, senseless acts of violence, disease, idealized standards of beauty, religion, and sometimes even
death itself.

In his work Castrejon combines mathematical precision with social and aesthetic praxis. By clinically incising, shattering,
and deconstructing a whole into geometricized and fragmented, mosaic-like segments, thus restructuring its composition,
he confronts our social blueprint in each and every artwork he produces. His new work for the COLA exhibition is a
sculptural installation, the scale of which is unlike that of anything he has created before. Negating the intimacy of his
works on paper, the work explodes into a multidimensional and quasi-monumental configuration, which allows Castrejon
to inhabit his own aesthetic queries and explore them from within the axis of his conceptual creations.

Protractors and calculators aid in measuring the various degrees that quantify the chaotic aura of the ordered data
subsumed within Castrejon’s work. In each of his unique pieces he delves mathematically into visual perception, starting
with an existing image and subsequently giving birth to a new configuration of manipulated fractals that pose critical
questions.

Castrejon evokes and challenges the ever-present visual cues that bombard us during every waking moment: the endless
amounts of visual data that are perpetually fed into our consciousness by social media, advertising, the news, and so on;
the unfiltered information continually replenished through our ever-present need to connect by means of the technological
devices at our fingertips. This disorganized, uncontrolled, and uninterrupted stream of visual data serves up ready-toconsume violence, exploitative sexualization, policing normativity, impossibly idealized standards of beauty, horrifying
contemporary realities in real time, and how-to guides
for objectifying any type of other in the same platform
through which digital acquaintances reinforce curated
versions of reality.

Castrejon’s process of creation allows him to quantify in
mathematical units what may be hard to describe in
words, thus opening a space of interrogation through
which conflicts are brought to the forefront, allowing for
concealed data to emerge through the aesthetic chaos.
Each artwork thus becomes a calculated blueprint, an
open wound of critical discussion. Aesthetic fragments,
numbers, lines, angles, mixed media, and math allow him
to push the boundaries of examination and to question
the imagery found in mass media, to highlight pieces of
the uncontrolled stream of visual data and make them
accountable. Each work serves as an aesthetic
interruption that imposes order on the constant and
ungoverned exploitative reality by which society polices
itself. Castrejon’s practice offers visual respite from the
charge of a social order that categorizes, incises,
segregates, and demands conformity to socially
constructed notions of physical attractiveness based on
archaic ideals promulgated by a select few.
— Erika Hirugami, MAAB

Study for You, me, and all of us are in this together / Reach out to those that don't
know their HIV status, 2019; graphite and colored pencils on paper,
two parts, 12 × 22 inches and 11 × 19 inches

Opposite: Black Light Special: Post Op T, 2008; mixed-media collage (ink, glue, nylon string, paper), 24 x 18 inches; private collection

Above: Diagram of Reproductive System, 2018; collage, glue, pigment ink, and graphite on paper, 6 x 8 inches
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Above: You Radiate Your Brilliance, 2018; collage, acid-free glue, pigment ink,
and graphite on paper, 18 x 24 inches.
Measured in inches and calculated angle degrees

Right: Portrait of Shawn Morales (Club Promoter), 2018; collage, glue, and pigment
ink on paper, 18 x 24 inches. Photo: Jeremy Lucido
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Opposite: Anatomy of a Kiss, 2016; collage, acid-free glue,
adhesive tape, and pigment ink on paper, 8 x 8 inches.
Measured in inches and calculated angle degrees

KIM FISHER
Born 1973, Hackensack, NJ
Lives and works in Los Angeles

Education
MFA, Otis College of Art and Design, Los Angeles, 1998
BA, University of California, Los Angeles, 1996

Selected Exhibitions
2018
Modern Institute, Glasgow, Scotland (solo)
Brush for Hire, Institute of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles (group)
2017
If . . . we, Shane Campbell Gallery, Chicago (solo)
2016
A Little Bit of But, LAXART, Los Angeles (solo)
2014
Made in L.A. 2014, Hammer Museum, Los Angeles (group)

Selected Bibliography
Berardini, Andrew. “Pieced Together: Alice Könitz and Kim Fisher.” Mousse, no. 45 (October–November 2014): 238–43.
Matalon, Rebecca. “Kim Fisher.” In Made in L.A. 2014, by Connie Butler and Michael Ned Holte, 100–105.
Los Angeles: Hammer Museum; Munich: DelMonico/Prestel, 2014.
Nickas, Robert. “Kim Fisher.” In Painting Abstraction: New Elements in Abstract Painting, 238–41. London: Phaidon, 2009.
Taft, Catherine. “Not Expecting Any Disasters.” In A Little Bit of But, 3–4. Los Angeles: LAXART, 2016.
Artist’s Website
www.themoderninstitute.com/artists/kim-fisher
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STRANGE YOU NEVER KNEW
Halfway into Paul Verhoeven’s 1997 film Starship Troopers, the present intrudes. Inside the film, characters’
relationships are breaking apart. Former friends are becoming enemies based on their artificial positions in a military
hierarchy, and the drama of a new love insulting and challenging the old advances from quarrel to general frenzy
when a man of lower rank, given the chance to ignore chains of command, takes every oppor tunity to do so.
Playing incongruously over the encounter, Mazzy Star’s 1993 single “Fade into You” crescendos into chorus as the
camera cuts wide. The emotions of the music never fit the image astride which it plays, and the song suddenly
dominates the film’s tenor, ethos, and meaning. “Fade into you,” Hope Sandoval breathes, “I think it’s strange you
never knew.” The actual world intrudes on the fictional, and it’s not clear whether the song plays in or over the
film. It floats above the scene, a foggy dream on the ocean of past or future time, arriving at the only moment,
now, when a viewer can lack disbelief to suspend about whether the image on the wall does in every way concern
them. “These things at the limits of reason, nothing at the limits of dream, the dream”—like a song or a film—
“merely ends,” George Oppen told us, “by this we know it is the real / That we confront.”1

Confrontation at the limits takes shape as an edge, and in the work of Kim Fisher, edges are impor tant. Through
their awareness vision tells work from world and cuts the shape of an image from the usual context of reality. Any
par ticular and individual shape ultimately wrought is never cut for the image alone, however, but rather for its
perceived distance or closeness, its staccato jaggedness, swooning arabesque, teasing retreat, or geometric advance
toward the shape of its container. Recently for Fisher, for us all, that container has been a black square, modernism
cut to the quick. But as modernity has been added, along with nature, to the category of the given, so too has the
figure lost its ground, and so too have Fisher’s images leapt from their black boxes and into one another’s worlds.
The work now is the question of how an image can possibly surround itself, and then, having become whole,
imbricate itself suddenly with another in a stumbling arithmetic incapable of completion. Both remain visibly distinct,
yet both contain the other inseparably and are difficult to tell apar t at the atomic scale of the individual colored
silk screen, one of four, forming the material and technique of these paintings. Re painting, history is a guide, and
the appearance of a photograph in/as a painting can be felt with the same force as song draping itself on a moment
of film. Arrangement in time is what matters, and as music is capable of pulling itself from the screen in a moment
of distinction and inseparability at once, so too can our relation to any given medium, so can a photograph from
a painting, so can the present from the past. Misalignment—that is, the incorrect, imprecise, ill-fitting, or improperly
awkward arrangement or positioning of one thing in relation to another—is key to the work of Kim Fisher.
— Andrew Cameron

Notes
1. George Oppen, “Route,” in New Collected Poems (New York: New Directions, 2008), 202.

Collage study for COLA 2019

Above: Paper Curtain (Buttt), 2016; collaged printed paper, approx. 30 x 14 feet. Photo: Ruben Diaz
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Opposite: Installation view of A Little Bit of But, LAXART, Los Angeles 2016.
Free Radicals, Collagen, Embarking on a Career; all oil on dyed linen on panel, 38 x 38 inches each. Photo: Ruben Diaz

Above: Installation view of If…We at Shane Campbell Gallery, Chicago, 2017; printed collages on paper, oil on dyed linen, dimensions variable. Photo: Evan Jenkins
Opposite top: Ripplewich, 2018; oil and aluminum collaged hand-printed screen prints, 42 x 96 x 1 3/16 inches. Photo: Patrick Jameson
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Opposite bottom: Exhibition view of Bubblicious and Blue Wave, 2018. Bubblicious: hand-printed screen print on aluminum, 33 x 24 x 1 3/16 inches.
Blue Wave: hand-printed screen print on aluminum, 55 3/16 x 41 x 1 3/16 inches. Photo: Patrick Jameson
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KATIE GRINNAN
Born Richmond, VA
Lives and works in Los Angeles

Education
MFA, University of California, Los Angeles, 1999
BFA, Carnegie Mellon University, 1992

Selected Exhibitions
2019
5 Seconds of Dreaming, Annenberg Theater, presented by the Palm Springs Art Museum and Desert X,
Palm Springs, CA (solo)
2018
Electric Data Wave Serenade, Commonwealth and Council, Los Angeles (solo)
2016
I Dreamt I Stole an Elevator in a Shopping Mall, LAXART, Los Angeles (solo)
2015
Nocturnal Hologram, DiverseWorks, Houston (solo)
2013
A Selection from the Hammer Contemporary Collection: Katie Grinnan, Hammer Museum, Los Angeles (solo)
2012
Astrology Orchestra, Integratron, presented by LAND, Landers, CA (solo)
Knowledges, Mount Wilson Observatory, Los Angeles, curated by Christina Ondrus and Elleni Sclavenitis (group)

Selected Bibliography
The Astrology Orchestra: A Project by Katie Grinnan. Los Angeles: LAND (Los Angeles Nomadic Division), 2014. Artist’s book.
Herbst, Robby, “The Art of Katie Grinnan: Perception in a Changing Universe,” Artbound, KCET, October 17, 2013,
https://www.kcet.org/shows/artbound/the-art-of-katie-grinnan-perception-in-a-changing-universe.
Morse, Rebecca. “The Evolving Photographic Object.” In The Photographic Object 1970, ed. Mary Statzer, 100–114. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2016.
Pagel, David. “For Katie Grinnan, a Journey across Land and inside the Mind.” Los Angeles Times, June 13, 2018.
———. “Sex, Death and Beyond: A Surreal Ride through the Dreamland of Katie Grinnan at LAXArt.”
Los Angeles Times, March 18, 2016.
Shaked, Nizan. “Katie: Are You Talking about the Brain or the Mind?” 2017.
http://www.oursisacityofwriters.net/uploads/7/0/0/5/7005795/shaked_katie-_are_you_talking_about_the_brain_or_the_mind.pdf.
Artist’s Website
www.katiegrinnan.com
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KATIE GRINNAN
For her multisite project Astrology Orchestra (2012), Katie Grinnan translated her own birth chart into an elaborate score
and invented a series of instruments in order to perform it. The arrangement of each planetary chart determined the
relation of tuning pegs strung with sitar strings. Each stringed surface, far distant relative of a flattop guitar, was tuned to
the frequency of its respective planet and situated atop a resonating hemispheric bowl, which was in turn supported by
a fiberglass wicker stand. Performers—all friends of the artist—were chosen not for their musical prowess but to match
individual sun signs to the appropriate instrument, reading the charts from their respective planets’ positions. Grinnan, a
Virgo, performed the instrument tuned to planet Earth.

Astrology Orchestra was initially performed at Mount Wilson Observatory during the 2012 Knowledges festival, with the
ensemble forming a semicircle around the observatory’s sixty-inch telescope, the dome above mirroring the concave
bowls of the instruments. (Notably, Harlow Shapley used the telescope in the 1910s to discover that our solar system is
not at the center of the universe.) The resulting sound was appropriately otherworldly—though perhaps not without
precedent, calling to mind John Cage’s indeterminate compositions, Harry Partch’s bespoke instruments, and James Jacson,
a member of the Sun Ra Arkestra, who built his Cosmic Infinity Drum from a tree hit by lightning. New instruments
demand new kinds of compositions—vice versa, too—and performers (trained and untrained) willing to improvise while
negotiating a system.

More recently Grinnan has embarked on the creation of instruments and scores derived from electroencephalogram
(EEG) readings of her brain in a dreaming or resting state. This research shaped her 2018 exhibition Electric Data Wave
Serenade at Commonwealth and Council, Los Angeles, in which EEG readings were overlaid on the artist’s study of the
desert landscape of Death Valley, resulting in sculptural objects and a three-channel video. Translation is central to nearly
all Grinnan’s work over the past two decades, often taking wildly different forms to account for the compression of
temporal, kinesthetic experience—perhaps none more complex to render than one’s dreams. Artists have long been
finding ways to smuggle dream imagery into the waking life: Grinnan’s 2016 exhibition at LAXART, titled I Dreamt I Stole
an Elevator in a Shopping Mall, provided one bravura iteration of this effort, suggesting a chance meeting of Carl Jung and
Rube Goldberg.

Her latest Gesamtkunstwerk, developed for the 2019
COLA exhibition, materializes the data of her own brain
waves and coalesces in an eccentric stringed
instrument—one with an undulating, digitally carved
wooden topography that immediately conjures a desert
landscape but is equally inspired by the traditional
Japanese koto. The scores are equally idiosyncratic,
transposing five seconds of EEG data onto a split log
and a rock. “The project continues my investigation of
time as an agent for mutability and motion,” observes
Grinnan, “undermining the stability of images, objects,
and subjects in favor of more speculative and elastic
realities.” And speaking of elastic reality, it is also an
investigation for which she has traveled from outer
space to inner space. How her fellow travelers interpret
the score will be as much of a discovery to Grinnan as
it is to the rest of us, even if it emerged from her own
dome.
—Michael Ned Holte

5 Seconds of Dreaming, performance with Kozue Matsumoto
and Eugene Moon at the Annenberg Theater at the
Palm Springs Art Museum, presented by Desert X and the
Palm Springs Art Museum, 2019. Photo: Katie Grinnan

Above: 5 Seconds of Dreaming (aggregate), 2017–18; cast aggregate molded from a 3-Dprinted landscape derived from five seconds of EEG data, made of resin and sawdust
from CNCed data fragment, sand, enamel paint, welded steel, spray paint,
approx. 60 x 96 x 96 inches. Photo: Ruben Diaz

Left: 5 Seconds of Dreaming (wire frame), 2016; PLA and ABS plastic, 71 x 71 x 59 inches.
Photo: Katie Grinnan
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Electric Data Wave Serenade, installation view at Commonwealth and Council, Los Angeles, 2018. Photo: Ruben Diaz

Electric Data Wave Serenade, installation view at Commonwealth and Council, Los Angeles, 2018
Left: Road Trip Interpolation; right: 5 Seconds of Dreaming (aggregate). Photo: Ruben Diaz
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The Astrology Orchestra, installation view at Human Resources, a LAND (Los Angeles Nomadic Division) exhibition, 2014. Photo: Jeff Mclane
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Opposite: Astrology Orchestra, performance at Knowledges, curated by Christina Ondrus and Elleni Sclavenitis,
Mount Wilson Observatory, Los Angeles, 2012. Photo: Robert Wedemeyer
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Opposite: Cinema Sanctuary Study 1: Marion E. Wong’s 1917 The Curse of Quon Gwon:
When the Far East Mingles with the West, 2019 (detail); 35 mm black-and-white polyester film, polyester thread, 67 x 45
inches.
Footage courtesy of Academy Film Library and Kino Lorber, Inc. Special thanks to Gregory Yee Mark

SABRINA GSCHWANDTNER
Sabrina Gschwandtner materializes the interconnected histories of areas of cultural production that have traditionally been
cordoned off from one another due to boundaries imposed by academics, curators, and critics.These categories—labeled
craft, fine art, and time-based media—have long been received and appreciated in separate domains. In her activist, editorial,
and artistic output (which all intersect and inform one another), Gschwandtner has created zines, performances, and “quilts”
that—in the words of the art historian Julia Bryan-Wilson, bring “together feminist film theory and appraisals of craft.” 1

Gschwandtner has certainly been informed by tendencies in feminist film, in particular by its challenges to narrative structure
and critiques of stereotypical representations of gender and sexuality. Her early film quilts used prints of so-called orphan
films once in use as teaching tools at the Fashion Institute of Technology (given to her by the archivist Andrew Lampert).
Although she learned to sew from her mother, Gschwandtner has never made a fabric quilt, and she gleaned her
compositional skills from film editing. For these early film quilts, she drew from familiar quilt patterns and selected film
strips of dynamic color and texture while also training our eyes on the labor of the hand.

The term expanded cinema has typically been used to describe a historical period in the mid-twentieth century when
artists began to explore the off-screen potential of the projected image. Gschwandtner’s is a more materials-based
expansion, as she literally spools out celluloid and creates patterns that foreground its seriality. She excerpts sequences
from films and works from familiar quilting patterns to create a domestically scaled composition, typically framed in a light
box and mounted on the wall, that invites a more intimate mode of spectatorship.

Recently Gschwandtner’s film quilts have taken on a more direct dialogue with cinema history as portraits of
underrepresented women in the industry. The three quilts on display in the COLA exhibition (conceived by the artist as
“material studies”) are designed for a forthcoming project, Cinema Sanctuary, which will provide a meditative and
programmatic space to honor women cinematic pioneers. Whereas in the past Gschwandtner used orphan film prints to
construct her quilts, she now uses digital transfers from original exhibition prints (preserved and stabilized through computer
software) and then transfers them back to film stock. As
she has in the past, she then uses quilting tools to thread
together the pieces of polyester film stock.

The project is fueled by the Women Film Pioneers Project,
started in 1993 by the film scholar Jane Gaines, a global
and collective enterprise that has consolidated and made
public this growing area of film scholarship. Gschwandtner’s
first quilt in this series is devoted to the Chinese American
filmmaker Marion E. Wong, whose film The Curse of Quon
Gwon: When the Far East Mingles with the West (1917) is
considered to be the first to feature an all-Chinese (and
Chinese American) cast. Working with the black-and-white
stock of this recently preserved film, Gschwandtner created
quilt patterns that condense Wong’s representational
concerns. Selected sequences radiate out in a spiral, giving
us a rough sense of the narrative. But as in her previous
quilts, Gschwandtner’s real focus is to highlight women’s
labor and to spotlight that which has been relegated to the
margins.
— Rita Gonzalez

Notes
1. Julia Bryan-Wilson, “Tactility and Transparency: An Interview
with Sabrina Gschwandtner,” in Sabrina Gschwandtner: Sunshine
and Shadow (Philadelphia: Philadelphia Art Alliance, 2013), 45.
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Opposite: Hands at Work Crazy Quilt (for Teresa Li), 2017; 16 mm film, polyester thread, lithography ink, permanent marker, LEDs, 73 x 50 x 6 inches. Photo: Joshua White

Above: Hands at Work Crazy Quilt (for Teresa Li), 2017 (detail)
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Opposite top: Countdown to 35mm, 2018; 16 mm polyester film, 35 mm polyester film, polyester thread, 31 3/4 x 31 1/2 x 3 5/16 inches. Photo: Joshua White
Opposite bottom: Hands at Work III, 2017; 16 mm polyester film, polyester thread, LEDs, 26 7/8 x 27 x 3 inches. Photo: Joshua White

Above: Hands at Work (for Pat Ferrero) II, 2017; 16 mm polyester film, polyester thread, LEDs, 14 7/8 x 14 7/8 x 3 inches. Photo: Joshua White
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ALICE KÖNITZ
Alice Könitz’s work trades in forms that are for the most part rectilinear, angular, and symmetrical. These are forms not
found in nature, at least not above the earth’s crust—mineral, crystalline forms. For instance, equilateral triangles abound
in this work as standardized modular units, often multiplied and combined into larger formations. A pragmatic engagement
with architecture and furnishing, with designs for human habitation as well as objective storage and display, is evident
throughout Könitz’s career. Her works take shape somewhere between discrete, autonomous sculptures and models for
functional structures, which sometimes are realized as full-scale constructions.

This has to do with modernism, yet the credo “form follows function” is always to some extent thwarted in this work.
The aforementioned element of strict geometry belongs to its parts but not to the whole, which is additively assembled
from those parts in a manner that is often pointedly irregular, even eccentric. The modular units proliferate outward in
meandering patterns or else are subject to an inner accumulation of heterogeneous elements. Against the hard-and-fast
materials of standardized construction—milled wood, metal piping, and Plexiglas sheets—are introduced a variety of
softer and more malleable options: rope, textiles, and even occasionally some biodegradable foodstuffs, as with the nuts
in Pistachio Concern (2016). I want to describe these moves as organic, embodied, gestural.

The pavilion that Könitz built as the venue for her Los Angeles Museum of Art (LAMOA), an “institution” inaugurated in
2012, is emblematically geometric and architectonic. Initially sited in the back lot of her studio in Eagle Rock, it served as
a venue for a series of shows, curated by the artist mostly from her own social circle, very much a community affair
managed with a slyly satirical sense of professionalism. In 2014 LAMOA was relocated to the interior of the Armory
Center for the Arts in Pasadena and then, from 2015 to 2017, to the campus of Occidental College in Eagle Rock.
Rendering the structure as portable as the works shown inside it, this series of transpositions highlighted its sculptural
aspect, suggesting that LAMOA itself is art containing more art.This conceit was further elaborated in Könitz’s contribution
to the 2014 iteration of the Hammer Museum’s Made in L.A. biennial, which comprised three exhibition structures, each
configured around a collection of works by other artists. Here the container took shape around its contents, conformed
to them, rather than the other way around.

A whole series of historical steps may be recalled here,
from Constantin Brancusi’s additive efforts to incorporate
the pedestal into his sculpture to Michael Asher’s
subtractive treatment of exhibition architecture as
sculptural form in itself. Some residual element of
“institutional critique” can be made out in Könitz’s work,
but it has been purged of any antiaesthetic bias. Perhaps
more to the point is the fact that, in the light of her work,
we can speak of two such seemingly disparate artists in the
same breath. They represent two stages in the struggle
between geometric standardization and nongeometric
customization that extends between modernity and our
postmodern period.

In Könitz’s contribution to this year’s COLA exhibition,
which I glimpsed in its early phase of realization, this backand-forth appears to be guiding the proceedings.There will
be a geometric structure very much reminiscent of
LAMOA, rendered as a modular unit, a suggestion that
many more identical structures could be affixed to it. I
asked her what would be put into it. “People,” she
answered, “and things made of plants.”
— Jan Tumlir

Maquette for Domestic Pavilion, 2019; wood, paint, 12 x 12 x 12 inches

Above: DS#5, 2017; paint, wood, metal, vinyl, foam, gypsum, fabric, paper, Plexiglas, dimensions variable

Opposite top: Circle Chairs, 2017; wood, wood stain, dimensions variable, each circle 1 x 47 (diameter) inches
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Opposite bottom: Kiosk, 2016; wood, wood stain, PVC pipe, hardware, 76 1/2 x 96 x 96 inches

Above: Obsidian Disk #2, 5pm, 2017; obsidian disk, stainless steel, 15 3/4 x 10 x 1 inch
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Opposite: Owl Society, 2003; video, color, sound, 14:50 minutes
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OLGA KOUMOUNDOUROS: A BIOMORPHIC RUPTURE
Olga Koumoundouros’s new work Silvias find the new moon reveals a quaking materiality at the center of her practice and
aesthetics. In a conceptual, animated call-and-response, the artist creates compositions with what she calls a “hand of
intuitive assembly.” She draws on forces that are theoretical yet intuitive, critical yet mythic, tactile yet global. Her recent
return to a practice focused on materiality is shaped as much by theories of new materialism as by her intersectional
feminism or by growing up in a family of Greek immigrants in Yonkers, New York.

With Silvias find the new moon (on view in the COLA exhibition), Koumoundouros has created a fish of unlikely parts: a
head with a hood, a metal sawhorse body with wings, a pelvis, a tail, and perhaps most importantly, gaps between the
parts. At the center of this piece and her short story of the same title is a biomorphic symbol—the flying fish—which the
artist strategically offers as a conceptual readymade for us to unpack. This found eco-object, oceanic living organism, and
mythic figure from an ancient Minoan vase pushes the borders of the hybrid form: designed for water and air, made of
gravity and ether, flesh and flight. Koumoundouros incorporates into this assemblage earth-sourced, synthetic, and massproduced elements, and what’s more, she sculpts with air.

Notably the ceramic production took on an ecological course of its own. Koumoundouros left ancestral offerings of milk
and flowers at the kiln. And the firing process itself—exploded vessels, cracked parts—led her to incorporate unexpected
materials: rose quartz, spandex, steel, copper, vinyl, and an herb glaze she made in a ritual harking back to her grandmother’s
recipes. Koumoundouros’s use of disparate elements incites a materialized tension. Her multivalent, morphological
assemblage tugs at the notion of unified, fixed forms, revealing one of her primary preoccupations: activating materiality
as a living text to shake out the temporal reality that our societal structures and narratives are no longer tenable.

The sculpture stands as a kind of (de)construction or (re)construction site. So alive yet also an archaeological layering—
Koumoundouros leaves us this offering: a futuristic fossil of the potentiality of the flying fish. As the self-propelled fish
breaks from water into air, creating gaps between its form and its original habitat, the artist creates breaks in her sculpture.
Inviting viewers into an encounter, she invokes sculpture as a ritual of seeing.The rupture of bodily form, conjured through
empty spaces, allows us to discover imagined assemblages:
the possibility of air, light, trauma, freedom, labor, survival,
and unexpected mechanisms of flight.

Embedded within Silvias find the new moon is
Koumoundouros’s belief in a life and an artistic practice
that disrupt hegemony, assimilation, and capitalism. In an
era rife with systemic traumas, her flying fish is a
biomorphic proposal, a sculptural space with rupture built
in. Therein the artist invites us to meditate on the
materiality of existence—how human-made structures and
the earth itself are quaking, already in a state of fracture
we can’t afford to ignore. Like fish escaping predators by
shape-shifting from aquatic to aerial, what if we injected
hybrid forms and interstitial structures into the
paradigmatic narratives of our times? If an oceanic
organism, at midlife, can convert fins into wings to survive,
what alchemical conversions might human civilization enact
midstream? With radical foresight, Koumoundouros
presents a futuristic readymade: a form front-loaded with
biomorphic rupture as a ritual and a remedy for the
urgency of our times.
— K. Bradford

Silvias find the new moon, 2019 (detail); porcelain and stoneware clay bodies,
glazes, brass, copper, iron, silver, rose quartz, tigereye, paper, polymers, sawhorse,
foam, bungee cords, spandex leggings, paint, 70 × 36 × 164 inches
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Salting Fruits, 2016; sculptural installation including 13-minute site-specific performance video Salting Fruits (video with Troy Rounseville and camera by Chris Chichowski,
recorded at Salton Sea mud pots), embedded within modular form constructed of plaster, steel, beets, steel filing cabinet, ceramics, amp, speakers, video monitors,
subwoofer, Salton Sea mud, 72 x 150 x 18 inches. Installation view of Soul at Work, Commonwealth and Council, Los Angeles

Tomatoes Nudge in the Backyard, 2018; digital collage, dimensions variable
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Opposite: Wind, 2016; “office casual” clothing, metal armature, resin, chrome spray,
headset, rope, 108 x 60 inches. Installation view of Soul at Work,
Commonwealth and Council, Los Angeles

Above: Neither Liquid nor Solid but Amorphous, Real and Necessary, 2017; installation
composed of components suggesting PAST: iron, red blown glass, asphalt from parking lot
section, PRESENT: brass, yellow blown glass, art installer’s gloves, section of reception desk
removed from install, FUTURE: blue blown glass, stainless steel, printout of plans for design
of new building, print of news article of citizen petition against museum relocation,
DOCUMENTS: framed letter to surviving wife of past employee who died in OCMA
parking lot after work in Spanish and in English, framed letter of dedication to workers’
rights signed by museum director, variable dimensions. Installation view at California Pacific
Triennial, Orange County Museum of Art, Newport Beach, CA, 2017

Left: Stilling Life with the Tickler, 2018; mouth-blown blue glass,
chrome-plated heat-formed steel, feathers, 20 x 12 x 9 inches
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Opposite: First Rejection

SUZANNE LUMMIS: POET OF NOIR, AND OF LIGHT TOO
Suzanne Lummis, considered by some to be the quintessential Los Angeles poet, isn’t from L.A. Born in San Francisco,
she spent years six through thirteen living in an isolated ski lodge in the eastern Sierras and years fourteen through
seventeen navigating Berkeley-in-the-sixties before enrolling, almost by chance, at Cal State Fresno, where the poets
Chuck Hanzlicek, Peter Everwine, and Philip Levine were emblazoning Fresno on the national poetry map. Lummis’s
unusual background may or may not have been instrumental in forming her unusual mind, but from her earliest book,
aptly titled Idiosyncrasies (1984), to her latest, Open 24 Hours (2014), which won the Blue Lynx Prize, Lummis’s poems
have stood apart from the crowd—entertaining, smart, witty, uncommonly strong.

Lummis is one of five stand-up poets who helped define the movement, and her work has from the start been
characterized by the stand-up virtues of clarity, performability, wit, impropriety, and passion.1 She is a master of the offbeat
and the brilliantly skewed, her essentially tragic worldview brightened and rendered enjoyable by her talent for satire and
comedy.

A talented actress and playwright, she is a compelling performer of her poems and uses the dramatic monologue to fine
effect. “Medusa Depressed” and “Eurydice Finally Finds a Working Phone Booth” borrow mythic personae. “Letter to My
Assailant” turns the tables on both the assailant and the reader, casting a sad and knowing light on male-female relationships,
even as the speaker readies her revenge. A Lummis poem is like a spaceship bound for parts unknown; we strap ourselves
in, sure of nothing except that we’ll go somewhere unexpected and enjoy the ride.
Lummis’s influence as a teacher in the UCLA Extension Writers’ Program and at several universities rivals her influence
as a poet. A striking number of her students have gone on to make their marks in Los Angeles poetry and on the national
scene.

In recent years Lummis has become known as the doyenne of the poem noir, hosting the poetry.la-produced YouTube
series They Write by Night, in which she discusses contemporary noir poems and their connection to classic noir and
neo-noir films. But her work, much of it written above a
Donut Inn in an East Hollywood tenement midway
between a firehouse and a hospital, has always been
shadowed by the noir sensibility, evident in poems such
as “Femme Fatale,” “Deals Keep Falling Through,” “The
Night Life Is for You,” and “When in Doubt Have a Man
Come through the Door with a Gun in His Hand.” The
conclusion of a poem from her Fortune Cookie Series,
“A Change for the Better Will Soon Be Made against
You,” exemplifies the world-weary vulnerability and
wisecracking, hard-edged tenderness of noir and of
Lummis herself:
Love,
let’s lock hands and flee this jam
we’re in, these consequences leaning
this way or that, and escape to the next
perilous change for the better.
See, it’s fatal, isn’t it, this will to live?
Look what happens.

— Charles Harper Webb

Notes
1. The other four poets associated with the movement are
Laurel Ann Bogen, Eliot Fried, Ron Koertge, and Gerald
Locklin. See Charles Harper Webb, ed., Stand Up Poetry: An
Expanded Anthology (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press,
2002).

Sad Poem in Winter—
with Assonance, Consonance and Other Occasional
Effects
- For Chuck, who understood

Air snaps
open the window with such
a shock that out of my sleep
I sit up. Rain jabs
where it doesn’t belong.
Some fat bad wolf got in.
Fine, I’m not
too old for a thrill—blow
this straw house down.

Open 24 Hours (Lynx House Press, 2014)

Ways to Make Money #1

We will wash your cat, your budgie,
your small, untidy, unlicensed, treedwelling beast from Tanzania. We will walk
your spaniel, your grandma, smooth
the specks from her spectacles,
prop her against a sturdy surface like
a liquor store, let her stare at the view.
We will write some poems for you, for
your birthday, which everyone forgets—
not us. Or, we will write
your poems. We can make them rhyme.
Look. From sea to shining sea
and
from the shores of Tripoli. Or—pay
us in advance, for when your time comes.
Let A Po-et Write Your Ob-it!
We will fix your broken stuff—we own
glue. We will guard your guard dog.
We will wash your car.
We will remove from your windshield
the cheap business cards, Bible quotes,
news of parts store openings, little cries
for help cast on the waters, all the slips
of rained-on, fading paper, including
this one.
(from Open 24 Hours)
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Hell caught
chills out there battling for a stretch
of ground. And the garbage pressed
to the pavement’s getting a lift—
skid marks and spit—the oils
of neighborhoods rise.
You’d think in such downpour
a city’d come clean—

I should
at least, in this water
ripped through the screen.
You’d think a night of this kind
would deliver some miraculous sign.
But there’re just those nail-hard
meters of the street, red tongues
sprung up: you’re out of time.

Oh this could get good,
like a club act, like a dream
of Hollywood. Meanwhile
the rain strikes swollen rags,
shopping carts, the essential
smashed flat Styrofoam cup.
I want to burn like a saint,
but I can’t, so I’ll smoke
my last menthol down to the butt

and pray
for pneumonia in this damp. Oh look.
—Girl’s bought the news and under
The Times View tries to push home.
Some guys push in angling
for a little heat, but she’s had enough
and it’s wet. I should be out there
with them, with all of the washed up.

(from Open 24 Hours)

Flour, Eggs, Milk, Baking Powder, Salt and God

O Best Beloved, tell me, if you know, why—
the world over—when that woman bending
toward the griddle, toward heat pushing through
the a.m. chill, turns up a soft brown impression
of an unshaven face surrounded by loose hair, why
does she always think it’s Jesus?

And her proud, abruptly ennobled husband agrees,
and her chattering neighbors—It’s him!
A miracle!—as if they’d know that face anywhere.
Beloved, take this instruction: don’t believe all you hear.
It could be Juan Ponce de Leon looking much
as he did when he surveyed the fresh-growing land

he’d name Pascua Florida, pointing—according
to legend—his sharp little beard toward the Waters
of Bimini, the “Fountain of Youth,” searching
not finding, but even his beard hard at work. Or—
it could be his fellow Spaniard and relation,
Rodrigo Ponce de Leon, The Marquez of Cadiz.

But can we blame them, Beloved, the folks who
trudge home each Sunday from the market lugging
bags of onions and potatoes, slabs of meat, flour-enough for one week—eggs. They want Mystery,
who doesn’t? Sanctity. A visitation. They want it
for breakfast.

This morning, Beloved, while you lay still
asleep, the batter dreamed against the heavy
cast iron pan, against the bluing flames.
I cooked a flat cake, then a second, a third, and,
no, it was not the cake on top I prized, the one
with the secretive smile, nor the one under that,

whose eyes followed me around the room
as I searched for the mislaid tub of margarine.
I enjoyed most that one on the bottom, the last
and the least, unleavened, the truly mysterious
pancake, the faceless one, with no expression at all.

(first published in Plume)

But if the outline of gently singed batter describes
a head with luxurious gypsy curls and the artfully
shaped beard and moustache of a man so careful
with his looks he can afford to be careless with women—
oh that’s Lindsey Buckingham, lead singer
for Fleetwood Mac, just as he looked

that madcap summer in L.A., when everyone
was sleeping with everyone and getting divorced,
and all of them, John and Christine McVie,
Mick Fleetwood, Stevie Nicks, inhaling, breathing
cocaine, and lifting it from their fingertips with the tips
of their tongues, until it drifted from their garments—

the draping Victorian velvets and Venetian lace,
buckskin vests—like the sprinklings of Disney fairies.
My god he was a handsome man.
Those pancakes don’t do him justice.

Or maybe it’s only Jeremy Spencer, their lost drummer,
who popped out for a pack of Dunhills and never
came back. He ran off with a religious cult.

With Keith Lummis’s “Secret Service Hat.” Photo: Alexis Rhone Fancher
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The City in My Head Is Perfect

The movie in his head is perfect
- Dorothy Barresi

At The Donut Inn all the men are in love.
Women more lovely than ever, and Evermore, wander the empty lots calling
like low swinging bells, yet I am the object
of this love, and the destination—Saint
of the Freeways, Streets, this Avenue buses
float down with their cargoes of light.
Although some of these men I have seen,
now they seem more than they were —
they burn with something I want. Who
cares what anyone thinks?
The roar of traffic dispels its blessing
everywhere, wave over wave, like this,
yes, almost like this, almost like the sea.

(first published in Malpais Review)

When I First Noticed the Night

I didn’t like it.
I had to be carried, wailing,
into it, tears leaping in all
directions like in the cartoons.
I don’t want to go to bed!
It was my mother who carried me
with her patience, while my father
sang softly Goodnight, Susie…,
but I would. not. be.
placated. Night.
I would not live again
til tomorrow, and tomorrow
seemed like a week—no,
like forever.
This would’ve been Palermo,
Sicily, in the midcentury year
of 19-something something,
when I, like others before me,
correctly identified sleep
with death. And I, unlike some,
put up a great fight, engaging
my arms and legs. Je refuse!
I thought, though I didn’t
speak French, Io rifiuto! Yes,
I remember that first
going into the night and
to bed, but not the waking.
And yet, based on evidence—
these writings, this disordered
room—wake, evidently,
I did.

(first published in San Pedro River Review)
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In Danger (Roundhouse Press / Heyday Books,1999)

At A. G. Geiger Books, Chinatown. Photo: Alexis Rhone Fancher
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PLEASURE IN IDENTITY AND THE IDENTITY OF PLEASURE:
ALEIDA RODRÍGUEZ AND THE CHIASMS OF EXILE
“If you’re twenty years old and write poetry, you’re twenty years old. If you’re forty years old and write poetry, you’re a
poet.” My poet friend Mark Salerno once told me that the painter Eugène Delacroix made that observation in a letter to
Charles Baudelaire; I confess that I have never managed to confirm his attribution. Nevertheless, even if apocryphal, this
fine distinction between youth and maturity, between literary output generated primarily by the aftermath of adolescent
hormones and the substantial and enduring work produced by an authentic literary artist certainly demarcates the
respectful attention that should be the birthright of anyone who gives herself to poetry over the course of several decades.

Despite national awards and publication in many literary magazines and anthologies, Aleida Rodríguez has yet to be
accorded critical attention commensurate with her accomplishments. Perhaps that is the fate of any artist whose
momentum carries her ever further into complexity. Her recent poems, full of wit and resonant insight, demonstrate that
she is still engaged in an intriguing process of development as a writer. This is to say that her themes are more variegated
than ever but that appreciation of her literary artistry will probably remain elusive.

In this brief commentary I wish to point to an aspect of Rodríguez’s poetry that is often overlooked by those who settle
for obvious categories in which to configure her writing. While her poems can easily contribute to academic discourse
about lesbian poetry or poetry written by those in some hierarchy of political marginalization, I would urge those just
beginning to discover this extraordinarily fine Los Angeles–based poet to focus instead on how pleasure and identity
engage in a playful chiasm throughout her poetry.

If Rodríguez is still writing poems forty-some years after first having her writing accepted by a literary magazine, then
something must be at work that needs more acknowledgment within the sardonic irony that dominates the postmodern
worldview. As a concept meant to energize one’s imagination, John Keats’s “negative capability” has transmogrified in the
past two centuries into an attitude that undercuts the very pleasure one should derive from prolonged hovering within
the domain of uncertainty and doubt. Rodríguez, I would emphasize, is
among those poets who have chosen a different postmodern exile. She
is among the small encampment at the other magnetic pole, positive
capability, which foregrounds the pleasure of absorbing one’s immediate
sensuous affirmations of conscious existence.

The trope of exile is perhaps unavoidable, given the extremity of
Rodríguez’s circumstances upon arrival in the United States, yet exile is
as mutable as any other form of identity. If one is to provoke an
alternative context for her poetry to come out of hiding, however, I
would solicit the urgency with which she is able to defamiliarize the
familiar in our lives and to do so in a manner that pivots from the
potentially tragic to a comic resolution. Rodríguez’s poems ask us to
dwell in appreciation of our own pleasures and to use the energy of
those reflections to strengthen the positive capability of our shared lives.
— William Mohr

Garden of Exile, 1999

CALIFORNIA PASTORAL
Figures begin to be unrecognizable. Instead of painting objects as they are seen, one
paints the experience of seeing…. It would seem that in fixing upon the object nearest the cornea,
the point of view is as close as possible to the subject and as far as possible from things. But no—
the inexorable retreat continues. Not halting even at the cornea, the point of view crosses the last
frontier and penetrates into vision itself, into the subject [herself].
—José Ortega y Gasset, The Dehumanization of Art

I. When It Comes to Kite Hill

Red Hill House Artist Residence & Living Archives. Photo: Brian C. Moss
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Everything sings the praises in chips of cold light glinting:
the yellowing, bare-at-the-crown cottonwood heading toward complete starkness
shimmers with it.
The rain-soaked hill glows,
a moss-green cushion,
and long shadow hands
pat the earth: here.
The metal-bright palm strums a harp of blue
between pine and pine.
And the breeze plays the chorus
tips of their sleeves and hems, their hair, their hair.
Singing, O
this bright cold glinting
rounds even while waning,
and the bright green illusion
is now revealed
as rutted mud interlaced with clumps of weeds.
But through this lens
glimmer furrows, ruts
the Green One, wearing wide-wale corduroy, leaves
on velvet when he stands, a giant
who grunted himself upright, dusted off his slightly damp rump
and wandered off, leaving his mark here,
on this hill, this place
where he paused to take in the view,
to muse again
about how things look
more solid at a distance, impenetrable even,
but when you walk right up
to them, they are already
opening to receive you.

II. Memory and the Life of It
For Marie Ponsot

It is a kind of faith
the way that hill,
drenched and stubbled
green with weeks of rain,
remembers green again
after so many dusty seasons,
bearing the sun’s brunt on its yellow back.
How else to explain the way it harbors a green dream
against all reason? Or waits, unfazed,
for winter clouds to graze
wet bellies along its flanks, for rain
to kiss jazzy notes on its sleeping face?
Or how its heart, without another thought,
tosses off dark covers and steps out?
On a rainy day like this,
under a grey-wool sky,
a certain green
brings it all back.

III. Seeing It Coming

Looking up, I notice

a knot of darkness poised above
the blue and violet mountains like the orifice to the future:
something’s getting itself together
beyond these present blue skies.
Here, the park is high in bluegreen growth, muddy and worn paths twist
through it like tangents
I have resolved to follow.
Outside, it is colder than I had expected.
The grass laps at my knees.
The pine and eucalyptus are supporting an ocean on their shoulders—
I can hear them
passing it among themselves in whispers,
promising to cure even the most elusive
diseases. The darkness I can see now
is an arc above my head,
following the path of a telescope across
this otherwise unblemished dome.
It is agape,
holding itself open for what’s farther out.
I scan my memory for an explanation:
air currents, chance? No reasons
offer themselves and the curiosity stays
as I raid the Brazilian pepper tree, hunt
eucalyptus buttons
for the parrot.
But my hands are numb and clumsy
so I look to the sky for a clue:
the stripe has widened,
threatens to lock itself onto the horizon.
The blue is retreating as if it knows why.
I lead myself back into the house
like a convalescent. Spots follow
my footsteps
on the concrete
as I withdraw,
shutting the door
on the oceanic
trees.
This is the way it happens, it occurs to me,
walking up the stairs.
Inside,
I am surprised,
the windows streaming and opaque. I wipe
a place for my eyes:
So it’s you, I say,
relieved.

Historic Kite Hill viewed from poet’s studio. Photo: AMR
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DWELLING ON DWELLING
I. Dwelling on Forest Lawn
The word cemetery comes from the Greek koimetirion,
which means dormitory.

In the waiting room

by Breaking News:

the daytime soap is interrupted

Anna Nicole Smith is found dead
in a hotel room in Hollywood, Florida.
Our flight is called
and we board obediently.
Angling toward the mirror-mountains,
we brush smoky scarves
like someone waving aside filmy
drapes.
Below, rows of gravestones
are sunk into plush green
like a celebrity into her bedding,
and on the other side
of the fence, rows of roofs
echo the same orderly pattern.
Are the houses
seen as footprints from the underside,
merely markers?
Do the gravestones
pierce the Underworld sky with their roofs?
Is this ground,
the hinge that divides and connects,
the only barrier
between our dwellings?

II. The Line
Even on the grave of a holy man,
a holy man kneels down and takes in light.
—Rumi

High above this green embrace
a small plane churns, noisy boat
towing in its wake
a banner flapping UNDERGROUND
in red letters, as if to remind the eyes
downward
to the crown of oak
where a squirrel threads
in and out of green
and small leaves sift
down like discarded wings
and a phoebe snags a gnat from the intermediate air
as the poet in yellow threads
the names of taverns and streets and girls—
emerald beads, each as bright as ever—
onto a line that pierces his body
and continues underground.

III. Trash Day
After Rumi

Every week
noisy, hungry trucks come to haul away
the trash we’ve put out the night before—
a whole week’s judgment.
Every morning
we tear open the new day
and throw the instructions in the bin.
In this fashion our lives dwindle.
Take note what you throw away
and what you appear to keep.
When we cross over
will eternity be a vault
holding the mystery of our days
or a wrapper torn from substance?

Afternoon Bookspill (from Feeling in the Dark: Revelations by Available Light).
Photo: AMR

IV. When the Tight Muscle of the Heart
No Longer Interferes with Loving
After Magritte

There’s nothing to drag around anymore.

In the mirror
no form disrupts
the still waterfall of mercury.

On the table
the pages of the book
flip by themselves,
not needing the duet of the eyes.
What was in the book
has emptied into the air.

No feet press the boards to creak,
no hands exert their will over doorknobs.

The effort of being
has evaporated off the skin,
the pores yawning wide
to form a flawless gap

Now the air plays
where the lungs were.

The scenery has replaced
the idea of the brain.

The Disappearing Poet (Homage to Magritte).
Photo: AMR

V. Hollywood Producer Orders Up a Sunset

So after the real beach is lost to us,
we pan up and there
in darkness
floats another beach—
incandescent pink sand
from which a pale green sea
scoops out a bay with its inland reaching. Farther still,
another, even more incandescent beach beckons—
or is it an island?
All pink fire—
picture embers on the verge of ash.
And between these beaches,
a jetty penetrates into a dark sea already engulfed in bluish fog,
against which stars flicker like the timid eyes of—wallflowers.
Meanwhile, out on the dance-floor of the basin,
city lights shine with more audacity than stars,
and closer still, purplish streets snake softly through hills—
think angled brims of fedoras in sepia photos,
suave, eternal—
Get me that.
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SANDY RODRIGUEZ
Sandy Rodriguez’s Codex Rodriguez-Mondragón (2017–) expands magically through history and geographies.The four maps
of Alta and Baja California, Los Angeles, and the western territories incorporated into the United States by annexation
and conquest integrate layers of history to continue the lineage of the sixteenth-century indigenous artists, known in
Nahuatl as tlacuiloque (plural of tlacuilo), who painted the Florentine Codex.

Titled Historia general de las cosas de nueva España (General history of the things of New Spain), the Florentine Codex
is an illustrated twelve-volume encyclopedia handwritten and painted by a group of tlacuiloque under the auspices of Fray
Bernardino de Sahagún, a Franciscan missionary who arrived in Mexico in 1529. The project lasted for almost three
decades, and the manuscript was completed in 1575–77, in the midst of a deadly cocoliztli epidemic that would kill as
much as 80 percent of the indigenous population of central Mexico. Rodriguez’s intelligent, subtle, and fresh revisiting of
this foundational Mexican opus integrates the art and spirit of the tlacuiloque with her own practice as a Chicana artist.

There are many different artistic and political ways of exploring the continuities. Just as the tlacuiloque painted the beauty
of all the things of their land, peoples, and culture as a profound act of creation and resistance against annihilation in the
years after the war of conquest, the Codex Rodriguez-Mondragón intuitively and beautifully uses painting as a truthful witness
to the turbulent times that the people, the flora, and the fauna of California have experienced, particularly the recent
history of the war on immigration in the United States. But painting for Rodriguez, as much as for the tlacuiloque of the
Florentine Codex, must also reflect the awesome power of life itself. Accordingly the maps represent the resurrection of
nature and people, so that painting provides the seeds of regeneration, the ancient seeds of the future.

The Codex Rodriguez-Mondragón conscientiously resurrects the ghosts of the California fauna that have been abused and
made extinct by Western expansion. It also captures the memory of the land by depicting indigenous flora and by
summoning its power through colors made with the minerals and flowers that are found there. Following in the tradition
of the tlacuiloque of the Florentine Codex,
Rodriguez has made her own paints out of
flowers, insects, fungi, and finely ground
minerals that represent the complementary
forces of creation: the earth, the sun, and the
cycles of nature.

In this manner Rodriguez’s reds, pinks, greens,
yellows, and blues are more than just colors;
they become the light that expands through
time and space. “Why does the green of that
cactus touch my soul? Why do those shades of
pink remind me of my ancestors . . . ?” Adolfo
Guzmán-López asks himself in a poem
published in the Codex Rodriguez-Mondragón.1
The colors that Rodriguez has created capture
the knowledge of alchemy, botany, and poetry
that are at the core of the tlacuilo tradition.
— Diana Magaloni Kerpel

Notes
1. Adolfo Guzmán López, “Poem 1,” in Sandy
Rodriguez: Codex Rodriguez-Mondragón
(Riverside, CA: Riverside Art Museum, 2018), 30.

Rainbows Grizzlies and Snakes Oh My! — Conquest to Caging in Los Angeles, 2019;
hand-processed watercolor on amate paper (diptych), 94 1/2 x 94 inches. Photo: J6 Creative

Above: Mapa de Los Angeles — For the 37 Killed by Police in 2018, 2018; hand-processed watercolor on amate paper, 47 x 94 1/2 inches. Photo: J6 Creative
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Opposite: De las Señales y Pronosticós and I.C.E. Raids de Califas, 2018; hand-processed dyes and watercolor from native plants and earth pigments on amate paper,
94 1/2 x 47 inches. Photo: J6 Creative
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Above: Mapa de la Región Fronteriza de Alta y Baja Califas, 2017;
hand-processed dyes and watercolor on amate paper, 94 1/2 x 47 inches.
Photo: J6 Creative

Right: Nopalli—Opuntia basilaris, 2017; hand-processed organic and mineral
watercolor on amate paper, 22 3/4 x 15 5/16 inches; JPMorgan Chase
Collection. Photo: J6 Creative
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De los Child Detention Centers, Family Separations, and Other Atrocities 2018, 2018;
hand-processed watercolor on amate paper, 47 x 94 5/16 inches. Photo: J6 Creative
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STEPHANIE TAYLOR: CHAOS/COSMOS
Words are not supposed to be the building blocks of great artworks. Elaborately notated grids of vowel sounds, freeassociation rhyming and off-rhyming, nonsense phrases morphing into nonsense poems recorded with bagpipes and
foghorns and a five-person chorus jammed into a bathroom with a cellist on a toilet—no, nothing this wordy, nerdy,
exuberant, or head bopping is supposed to complicate, let alone eclipse, the art-making plane most of us reside on. Let’s
say then that Stephanie Taylor doesn’t reside on that plane. Part poet, part artist, part inventor, Taylor conjures
methodologies that yank us down (or up) into a primordial space where language is a kind of goo that can be churned
and molded into something more like an extravaganza than a combination of characters. Taylor has a habit of dissociating
language from its primary purpose (communication, that is) and uses it in a way the alchemists might have approved of—
not so much turning lead into gold as turning sound into sense into substance—or in Taylor’s world, making gas into brass,
or brass into gas, or making something as dry and papery as a press release into an atonal fugue.

But what does it mean to take a word and a note and elaborate it into an art cosmos? The making of music is one of a
few universal human inclinations, all the way from prehistoric clicking to pop.Taylor harnesses the height of that inclination—
the notion of an emotion so powerful that it can be expressed only through song. And while the origins of Taylor’s works
may seem arbitrary (Pork Shank Stew!), each is manifested through hand-drawn algorithms—tangible, self-perpetuating
associative numeric systems that are as akin to algebra as they are to sudoku—and as much like musical compositions as
they are like drawings. Rhyme, too, presents an almost physical connection—a sly innovation on the trope of site-specificity
that undermines and expands how a place might manifest inside an idea (listen for Taylor’s site-specific song in the lobby
of the Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery, with its sense-loose yet aurally tethered phrasing, like “Municipal Art” rhymed
with “turned his ship, pull start”). Through these algorithms and prosodies, Taylor generates her symphonic gestures of
absurdity, which are themselves a sharp and relentless argument formulated to pierce the very notion of what arbitrary
or absurd might be.

Between the catchy, alliterative jingles (swam-sea-span) and more jarring, staccato didactics, Taylor’s work also contains a
profound dualism—that her performances and installations look and sound utterly novel, wild, even avant-garde yet are
based in repeatable systems that undermine the very notion of originality. Using the elemental tools of sound, song, and
rhyme, she fusses over and delights in emptying out entrenched systems of knowledge and production—especially when
it comes to language—and especially when it comes to the language of art. Maybe Taylor’s work isn’t a cosmos after all,
but a lovely kind of euphonious chaos—a Top 40 for your postgallery perceptive pleasure, written in the key of fantasy.
— Georgia Lassner

Municipal Art Song, 2019; sound, 1:56 minutes

Opposite: Bathroom Music, 2015; performance, PDA, Los Angeles. Photo: Wild Don Lewis

Above: Buon Viaggio, Home Show: Revisited, 2012; performance, Contemporary Arts Forum (CAF), Santa Barbara, CA. Photo: Elizabeth Harper
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The Stephanie Taylor Songbook, 2011; performance, MAK Center for Art and
Architecture, West Hollywood, CA. Photo: Wild Don Lewis

Recording of Stephanie Taylor’s Casa tomada Press Release Song #1 for SITE Santa Fe,
Stones Throw Studios, Los Angeles, August 2017. Photo: Stephanie Taylor

Schindler’s Mouse, 2016; performance, MAK Center for Art and Architecture, West Hollywood, CA. Photo: Wild Don Lewis
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DWIGHT TRIBLE
In an American historical moment in which both art and artists are often deemed “nonessential,” Dwight Trible is a potent
reminder of the power, efficacy, and necessity of art. At its core, great art is predicated on great imagination. Trible’s
articulation of his great imagination is a central component of his art’s greatness. This articulation is often manifested as
a propulsive originality. Broadly speaking, there is a high valuation of originality within African American expressive culture.
Heightened originality is often seen as a signifier of heightened aliveness. A sense of heightened aliveness is precisely what
Trible communicates with his unique, deeply soulful phrasing and expressive, gesticulating performance style. In concert
his very alive spirit fills the room—and seemingly fills the spirits of the people inside the room. I have been witness to
more than a dozen Dwight Trible performances. It is not uncommon for audience members to jump to their feet, midsong, and shout howling affirmations. I have seen people weep. His concerts can feel like a spiritual revival—or simply like
the hippest church ever created.

The spiritual aspect of Trible’s music is especially important in this American moment. At a time of virulent antiBlackness—when Black people seem to be literally under physical, emotional, and psychological assault, which suggests
that Black humanity does not seem to be fully valued—Trible’s music has the potential to serve as a healing balm, a
musical curative for a community in pain. In performance Trible demonstrates aliveness and self-healing amid struggle
and inspires aliveness and community healing amid struggle. This is an extraordinary achievement for any artist, an
achievement made all the more powerful by the fact that, along with being an extraordinary performer, Trible is also an
excellent arranger and writer.

Much of Trible’s music seeks to directly address the topics of Black humanity and Black genius. He has recorded powerful
songs about John Coltrane, the African continent, Black heritage, and African American culture. Trible clearly sees the
artist’s role as an opportunity to elevate the consciousness of his community by documenting the community in song.
When people are exposed to great art that is inspired by their own community, they are uplifted, knowing that they are
worthy of praise because people who come out of their community, people who look like them, are worthy of praise.
This is a very powerful dynamic, especially when it is experienced by young people. I have been in the audience at Trible’s
concerts when children are present.To look at the wide
eyes of these children while he is raising the spirit is a
very moving experience. I can speak with authority on
the subject because I have taken my six-year-old
daughter, Harlem, to hear Trible perform. The way she
danced and moved to the music was surpassed only by
the times when she was completely still, wide-eyed,
taking in propulsive originality up close. Heightened
aliveness within her reach. Black artistic genius that looks
like her.
— Michael Datcher

Dwight Trible performing selections from his new album, Mothership,
at the World Stage, Los Angeles, March 2019. Photo: Angela T. Francis

Dwight Trible performing at RG Club, Venice, CA. Photo: Chuck Koton
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Dwight Trible performing at the World Stage in Leimert Park, Los Angeles. Photo: Chuck Koton
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Horace, 2002, CD cover

Living Water, 2004, CD cover

Above: Dwight Trible performing at Mayme A. Clayton Library and Museum, Culver City, CA, 2018. Photo: Chuck Koton
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Opposite: Dwight Trible performing at Mayme A. Clayton Library and Museum, Culver City, CA, 2018. Photo: Chuck Koton

Love Is the Answer, 2005, CD cover

Colors, 2018, CD cover

Mothership, 2019, CD cover

PETER WU
Born 1976 in Ontario, Canada
Lives and works in Los Angeles

Education
MFA, new genres, San Francisco Art Institute, 2001
BFA, multimedia and sculpture, University of Windsor, Ontario, 1999

Selected Exhibitions
2018
Or, the Creatures of Prometheus, R/SF projects, San Francisco (solo)
Or, the Modern Prometheus, Held and Bordy Family Gallery, Windward School, Los Angeles (solo)
2016
Rise of the Fly II, Vincent Price Art Museum, Monterey Park, CA (solo)
2015
Rise of the Fly, Greene Exhibitions, Los Angeles (solo)
2014
They Kissed in Iambic Pentameter, Greene Exhibitions, Los Angeles (solo)
Life Transmission, Guggenheim Gallery, Chapman University, Orange, CA (group)

Selected Bibliography
Dambrot, Shana Nys. “Sci-Fi Classic ‘The Fly’ Mutates into a Fine Art Exhibition.” Vice, March 7, 2017.
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/pgwg4y/peter-wu-the-fly-sci-fi-fine-art-exhibition.
Eberly, Cliff. “A Studio Visit and Interview with Peter Wu.” Los Angeles I’m Yours, October 22, 2012.
http://peter-wu.com/los-angeles-im-yours-a-studio-visit-and-interview-with-peter-wu/.
Life Transmissions. Orange, CA: Guggenheim Gallery, Chapman University, 2014.
Seikaly, Roula. “Artificial Intelligence, or, the Creatures of Prometheus.” Bomb, September 14, 2018.
http://bombmagazine.org/articles/artificial-intelligence-or-the-creatures-of-prometheus/.
Vo, Son. Interview. Drawn to Scale, KChung Radio, April 29, 2015.
Artist’s Website
www.peter-wu.com
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PETER WU: OR, THE CREATURES OF PROMETHEUS II
Or, the Creatures of Prometheus has overtaken Peter Wu’s creative practice. An evolving multimedia project, this second
chapter, on view in the COLA exhibition, extends his concentrated examination of our relationship to technology, creative
control and evolution, and otherness as a lived and technological experience.

Or, the Creatures of Prometheus I, installed at San Francisco’s R/SF projects in late 2018, is a six-minute-and-forty-threesecond visual consideration of mechanized death. Driven by an irresistible ambient score, flashing images of human bones
and guillotine blades honor Mary Shelley’s novel Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus (1818) for its prescient warning
about technological advancement and our love-hate relationship with artificial intelligence (AI).

This iteration of Wu’s project considers otherness from multiple and overlapping perspectives: AI as either helpless forms
that cannot survive without our paternalistic attention or terrorizing entities that must be contained, as numerous science
fiction books and films speculate, and the artist’s experience of growing up a person of color in a small Canadian town.
Distinctive elements—including the white 3-D head modeled after the artist’s (the head glows in the dark to mimic the
supposed thirty seconds of consciousness after the guillotine blade falls) and dialogue recalling childhood memories—
squarely locate the artist at the center of this techno-psychological experiment. Like the mad scientists we know from
books and movies, Wu tests on himself these ideas of who or what is held out as the other.
For Wu, Or, the Creatures of Prometheus II is a dream. It
is a proposition of what encounters with AI could be if
artificial life-forms could create content without human
oversight. Wu walks up to that line in using poem
generators JanusNode and Gnoetry and tapping into
Google’s deep writing bot via TensorFlow by feeding it
text from Frankenstein. What the computer spits out is
dark and lyrical, blurring the line between human and
automated authors so completely that audiences may
not identify the source.To give voice or emotion to this
experiment, Wu surrenders certain capacities in order
to advance different creative potentials.

Are we to fear this dream as a nightmare? What will it
mean if artificial intelligence reaches sentience and the
capacity to create content or life? Will we, the creators,
suddenly become secondary, the human other to AI’s
totalized self? We are not far enough along to answer
those fearsome questions, but we may glimpse answers
in the work of Peter Wu. Perhaps, as Prometheus gave
mortals fire and broke their bondage to the gods, we
will someday surrender our creations to their own fate.
— Roula Seikaly

Rendered animation still from Or, the Creatures of Prometheus II, 2019

Or, the Creatures of Prometheus, 2018; glow-in-the-dark PLA 3-D print, wood, translucent fabric,
mapped HD video projections with sound (TRT 6:43-minute loop), 96 x 72 x 72 inches

Above: Or, the Creatures of Prometheus, 2018 (detail)
Below: Or, the Modern Prometheus, 2017; 3-D glow-in-the-dark PLA prints, archival pigment prints on habutai silk, wood, fans,
mapped HD video projections with sound (TRT 6:30-minute loop), 144 x 105 x 74 inches. Photo: Jesse Fiorino

Opposite: Prelude to Reign of the Fly, 2016; archival image transfer on cotton, three paintings, 50 x 36 inches each;
two paintings, 25 x 18 inches each; mapped HD video projections with sound (TRT 6:36-minute loop), 84 x 108 x 94 inches. Photo: Jesse Fiorino
Above: Rise of the Fly, 2015; ink and acrylic on cotton, five paintings, 70 x 50 inches each;
mapped HD video projections with sound (TRT 15-minute loop), 140 x 250 inches overall. Photo: Jesse Fiorino
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JENNY YURSHANSKY
Born 1979, Rome
Lives and works in Los Angeles

Education
MFA, studio art, University of California, Irvine, 2010
Postgrad, critical studies, Malmö Art Academy, Sweden, 2005
BFA, studio art, University of California, Los Angeles, 2004

Selected Exhibitions
2019
A NonHuman Horizon, Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions (group)
Crusted Memory, Moreau Art Galleries, Notre Dame (solo)
2018
Mexicali Biennial 2018–19, Robert and Frances Fullerton Museum of Art, San Bernardino (group)
2015
Blacklisted: A Planted Allegory, Pitzer College Art Galleries, Claremont (solo)
Blacklisted: A Planted Allegory (Epilogue), Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm (solo)
2010
Grant Recipients 2010: The Maria Bonnier Dahlin Foundation, Bonniers Konsthall, Stockholm (solo)
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JENNY YURSHANSKY’S LEGACY OF LOSS
Jenny Yurshansky knows a lot about plants and trees in Southern California but not for conventional reasons. Previous
long-term cross-platform projects took an allegorical and semiotic approach to cataloging native, nonnative, and invasive
botanicals. Her interest was, poetically, sparked by her family’s fraught immigration from Eastern Europe, followed by
ostensible integration into both US culture and its corollary, the biome.

For A Legacy of Loss, Yurshansky brings a more specific anthropological take to that conceptual matrix, beginning with
travel to her family’s historical home in Moldova. When she and her mother traveled there, what happened took the
artist out of time and place. It was a tree. Actually it was a large-scale tombstone, a statue of a limbless tree, hidden in an
overgrown forest, which offered protection from vandals and thieves. This was her great-grandfather’s resting place. It
seemed that poetry had other plans for her fact-finding.

The project’s central object is a large-scale embroidery based on a rubbing of this tomb. In Yurshansky’s studio, materials
are more than tools, containing nested layers of meaning and acting as artifactual characters in their own story lines. In
the first place, tombstone rubbing creates negative spaces and voids rendered in relief. In the history of Yurshansky’s
family and this region, every generation had its tragedy, from pogroms to wars to President Jimmy Carter’s wheat embargo,
and every generation splintered apart as many left and a fraction remained. “Exodus,” she says, “creates a void in the
people who leave, an absence in the place itself, and an emptiness in the people who stay behind.” At its core this work
is about negation and gaining access to histories that are never spoken of.
As the rubbing is translated into a monumental embroidery, it is executed with a rich green thread that evokes both the
filtered light of the shady glen where the tombstone stands and the coat of green paint that its caretaker took the liberty
of applying. It is sewn into nine square feet of dressmaker’s muslin, which refers to Yurshansky’s grandmother’s aspiration
to work as a couture seamstress. This was a dream of which the grandmother’s parents did not remotely approve, yet
she remained defiant, only to have her plans cruelly upended by war. Ironically this talent later made her the family
breadwinner, as she earned money by, for example, making dresses for military wives, a job that also required her to
obscure her Jewishness. Painstakingly sewing the picture by hand, with her mother, is Yurshansky’s way of honoring and
channeling her grandmother as well.
The embroidery is surrounded by suspended steel branches,
with green glass leaves that are actually vintage ophthalmology
lenses called precision blanks, as yet unground and therefore
full of nothing yet, which throw shadows and glow with a dark
brilliance like a disembodied forest. An evocative sense of
place transports viewers to that forest cemetery in a poor
and forgotten town. On the heels of melancholy comes the
magic of this obscured monument proving epigenetic
memory, which Yurshansky infuses with fresh context and the
promise of a whole new life of meaning.
— Shana Nys Dambrot

A Legacy of Loss (Shroud), 2019 (detail)

Above: Blacklisted: A Planted Allegory (Asylum), 2015; slide projector, 35mm slide, aluminum frame, wide-angle rear-projection screen, 59 x 88 x 4 inches
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Opposite: Succession, 2016; premium black granite, laser-etched surface, 41 x 24 x 5 1/2 inches. Photo: Alexandra Pacheco Garcia

Above: Blacklisted: A Planted Allegory (Herbarium), 2015; modified original steel herbarium cabinets, MDF, wood, hardboard, brass,
assorted paper, 133 hand-cut silhouettes, 70 x 59 1/2 x 22 1/2 inches
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Opposite: Blacklisted: A Planted Allegory (Placeholder), 2018; foraged California blacklisted plants, hardboard, brass, paper, cotton
thread, 5 3/4 x 3 1/2 x 1/8 inches each, edition of 15
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Department of Cultural Affairs Cultural Grant Program
The City of Los Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs (DCA) awards grants for the production, creation, presentation,
exhibition, and managerial support of arts initiatives in the following areas: culture/history, design, dance, media, music,
literary arts, outdoor festivals/parades, theater, traditional/folk art, visual arts, and projects that are multidisciplinary.
Grants are awarded on a competitive basis to bring the highest-quality artistic and cultural services to Los Angeles
residents and visitors. Since 1990 the Department of Cultural Affairs has awarded more than $75 million to local artists,
arts organizations, and arts events. In fiscal year 2018–19 DCA will offer more than $5.4 million in project support to more
than 335 local artists and organizations through its Cultural Grant Program.
COLA Individual Artist Fellowships
Each COLA grant recipient was offered support to create new work that is showcased in a nonthematic group
presentation series. This annual program greatly benefits audiences and honors a selection of established and creative
artists who live and work in Los Angeles.
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2018–2019
INDIVIDUAL ARTIST
FELLOWSHIPS

2017–2018
INDIVIDUAL ARTIST
FELLOWSHIPS

EXHIBITION
May 23–July 14, 2019
Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery
Barnsdall Art Park
4800 Hollywood Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90027

EXHIBITION
May 3–June 24, 2018
Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery
Barnsdall Art Park
4800 Hollywood Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90027

PERFORMANCES
June 1, 2019
Grand Performances
Spiral Court
300 South Grand Avenuee
Los Angeles, CA 90071

PERFORMANCES
June 15 and 16, 2018
Grand Performances
350 South Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90071

VISUAL/DESIGN ARTISTS
Juan Capistrán
Enrique Castrejon
Kim Fisher
Katie Grinnan
Sabrina Gschwandtner
Alice Könitz
Olga Koumoundouros
Sandy Rodriguez
Stephanie Taylor
Peter Wu
Jenny Yurshansky
LITERARY ARTISTS
Suzanne Lummis
Aleida Rodríguez
PERFORMING ARTIST
Dwight Trible
PANELISTS

VISUAL / DESIGN ARTS
Bryan Barcena
Joel Garcia
Mar Hollingsworth
Ciara Moloney
LITERARY / PERFORMING ARTS
Meryl Friedman
Jesus A. Reyes
Andreen Soley
Whitney Weston

VISUAL/DESIGN ARTISTS
David Hullfish Bailey
Guillermo Bert
Terry Braunstein
Cassils
Sandra de la Loza
Michelle Dizon
Tim Durfee
June Edmonds
Michele O’Marah
Julie Shafer
Doris Sung
LITERARY ARTIST
Peter J. Harris
PERFORMING ARTISTS
d. sabela grimes
Kristina Wong

PANELISTS

VISUAL / DESIGN ARTS
Marcela Guerrero
Edward Hayes
Isabelle Lutterodt
Emily Zaiden
LITERARY ARTS
Gloria Enedina Alvarez
Sally Shore
PERFORMING ARTS
Ben Johnson
Paul Outlaw
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DCA would especially like to thank the following DCA employees for their dedicated work toward making this year’s
initiative engaging, educational, and entertaining: Joe Smoke, Chris Riedesel, and Brenda Slaughter Reynolds from the Grants
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preparators, gallery attendants, and volunteers from the Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery; and Will Caperton y Montoya
and Rhonda Mitchell from DCA’s Marketing, Development, Design, and Digital Research Division.
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Department of Cultural Affairs
City of Los Angeles
201 North Figueroa Street, Suite 1400
Los Angeles, CA 90012
TEL: 213.202.5500
FAX: 213.202.5517
WEB: culturela.org
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